
Aramedes Zürich

We’re bringing together  
mechanical watchmaking, 
timeless design and 
pioneering technology.



The most prestigious mechanical watches come  
from Switzerland. 

The smartest ones don’t.

And until now, no one has dared to combine the  
two into something that is both classic and clever. 

Preserve 
   and Innovate

Mechanical movement

Watch case

Case back  
secured with  
4 screws

Domed sapphire crystal 
with anti-reflective coating 
on both sides

Patented AraTec 1 Module

Curved watch dial 
with curved hands

Watch bezel



Mechanical watch movements have been manufactured in  
Switzerland since the middle of the 16th century. This long tradition 
and the constant technical development have led to the fact  
that Swiss Made movements are today considered the best and 
most accurate movements in the world. 

Such a movement of the highest quality also ticks in every  
Aramedes watch. A total of four different calibers are built into  
our watches. Those of the Mecca Collection have been specially 
modified for Aramedes in order to optimally implement the  
interaction between the mechanical movement and the  
Aramedes AraTec 1 Module.

Mechanical
      Movement



Aramedes watches are available with stainless steel, bronze, or 
platinum cases. The domed sapphire crystal sits atop a dial and 
hands that have been delicately curved to match.  

The 42 mm case features a mix of brushed and polished steel,  
a curved caseback, and mushroom pushers. It all adds up to 
simple beauty and refined elegance. All watches are delivered  
with our signature textile strap. Leather, suede, or stainless-steel 
bracelets are also available. 

Timeless 
        Design



With the Aramedes Mecca Collection, we achieve a previously 
unknown functionality in the world of mechanical watches.  
The display of the Muslim functions would not be possible without 
the technology we conceived, developed, and built in Zürich. 

The patented AraTec 1 Module houses a magnetic compass,  
a BLE RISC processor, a three-axis accelerometer, a linear  
resonant actuator, a vibration module and up to three step motors.  
The perfect interaction with the mechanical movement results  
in the unique functionality of the Aramedes Mastertimer watches.

Pioneering
    Technology

2.4 GHz BLE RISC processor

Step motor bidirectional

Push button qibla
calibration & indication

Three-axis accelerometer

Vibra driver

Step motor unidirectional

Linear resonant actuator (LRA)

Magnetic  
compassBLE antenna

Push button praver
calibration & vibra 
on/off

Soldering contacts LRA

Step motor bidirectional



We created the Mecca Collection for the Muslim world.  
These innovative timepieces feature up to three functions  
that support Muslims in the daily practice of their faith. 

The correct display of these functions depends on the  
individual location and the position of the sun. This information 
cannot be displayed with a purely mechanical movement.

Therefore, in addition to a classic mechanical movement,  
the watches in the Mecca Collection also contain an electronic 
component: The AraTec 1 Module developed and patented  
by Aramedes.

The Mecca
      Collection



Salat indicator
Prayer time

Set your prayer time 
convention and the  
Salat display will always 
show your next prayer 
time. The watch has  
an alarm function.  
When it is time, gentle  
vibrations will alert you.

Qibla indicator
Mecca compass

Press the button at  
2 o’clock and the watch  
will calculate and show 
you the direction to  
Mecca based on your 
current location.

Sawm indicator 
Fasting support

Depending on your  
location, the watch 
calculates sunrise and 
sunset and displays  
this information  
precisely on the 24 h  
display at 6 o’clock.

Three Muslim
        Functions



Mastertimer 
Qibla

Mastertimer 
Salat

Mastertimer 
Sawm

Mastertimer 
Salat Tourbillon Automatic

Cases
• Stainless steel
• 42 mm diameter
• Domed sapphire crystal
•  Anti-reflective coating 

on both sides
• 30 meters water resistance 

Functions
• Qibla indicator (Mecca compass)
• Salat indicator (prayer time)
• Sawm indicator (fasting support)

Movements
• SW300
• Hours, minutes, seconds
• Automatic, self-winding
• 28’800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz)
• 42 hours power reserve
• 25 jewels 

• VMF 3024
• Hours, minutes, 60-second flying tourbillon
• Automatic, self-winding, 22K gold rotor
• Titanium cage, twin barrels
• 28’800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz)
• 50 hours power reserve
• 33 jewels

Technology
• AraTec 1 Module
• 2.4 GHz BLE RISC Processor
• Magnetic compass
• Three-axis accelerometer
• Vibration module (LRA)
• Up to three step motors
• Bluetooth Low Energy

See the full 
Mecca Collection

The Mecca Collection



With the Zürich Collection, we are committing ourselves to our 
homeland. And we do so in several respects. Aramedes was 
founded in Zürich, and this is also where we have our headquarters. 
All our watches were designed in Zürich and are built with  
traditional mechanical movements. Just as it has been done,  
here in Switzerland, for hundreds of years. Zürich we love.  
Zürich we are. Zürich we do.

The Zürich
       Collection 



Classictimer  
Chronograph

The sportiest watch  
of the collection. Its  
mechanical stopwatch 
measures the seconds 
with the large second 
hand and displays the 
elapsed minutes on  
the small subdial at  
3 o’clock.

Classictimer  
Small Second

A watch of simple beauty 
and elegance. It shows 
the hours and the minutes 
of the time with the two 
large hands, and the 
seconds on a small  
subdial at 6 o’clock.

Classictimer  
Tourbillon Automatic

The collection’s flagship. 
Although already patented 
in 1801, a tourbillon watch is 
still considered the ultimate 
in the world of mechanical 
watches. In fact, this  
construction is so complex 
and intricate that only  
specialised watchmakers 
can even build such  
movements.

Three Classic 
         Functions



Classictimer 
Small Second

Classictimer
Chronograph

Classictimer
Chronograph

Classictimer  
Tourbillon Automatic

The Zürich Collection

Cases
• Stainless steel
• 42 mm diameter
• Domed sapphire crystal
•  Anti-reflective coating  

on both sides
• 30 meters water resistance 

• VMF 3024
• Hours, minutes, 60-second flying tourbillon
• Automatic, self-winding
• 22K gold rotor
• Titanium cage
• Twin barrels
• 28’800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz)
• 50 hours power reserve
• 33 jewels

Movements
• SW461
• Hours, minutes, small second
• Automatic, self-winding
• 28’800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz)
• 41 hours power reserve
• 31 jewels 

• SW510
• Hours, minutes, small second & chronograph
• Automatic, self-winding
• Cam operated chronograph, Two push-buttons
• 60 seconds counter in the center
• 30 minutes counter at 3 o’clock
• Small second subdial at 9 o’clock
• 28’800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz)
• 48 hours power reserve 
• 27 jewels 

See the full Zürich 
Collection



While others talk about sustainability, we put it into practice.  
The Aramedes watch box is lovingly designed and crafted out of 
sustainable materials in Switzerland. The box itself is made of 
recycled paper, the cushion on which the watch sits is made of 
recycled premium leather and the polishing cloth is made  
of recycled PET bottles.

Aramedes
     Watch Box



ARAMEDES AG
Heinrichstrasse 267d

8005 Zürich
Switzerland

aramedes.com

Z Ü R I C H

A R A M E D E S

Follow us


